This annual report gives an overview of the activities and services provided by the Library toward the EPFL School of Engineering (STI). As liaison librarian, I am the privileged contact for the STI community and ensure that the services and collections of the Library meet your needs. Do not hesitate to contact me!

Béatrice Marselli
Liaison librarian
Engineering

beatrice.marselli@epfl.ch
+41 21 693 39 12
@EPFBIB_STI

STI COLLECTIONS
139’807 CHF Acquisition expense
92.6% for Online resources
7.4% for Print resources

PUBLISHING SUPPORT
The Library financially contributed to STI Open Access publications, via its Gold Open Access fund:

51 articles
1 ebook

INFOSCIENCE
42’265 STI references*
annual increase +4%

3 new STI units [over 119 STI active labs*]
*cumulative on December 31, 2017

RESEARCH DATA SUPPORT for STI researchers

76 Respondents to the research data management practice survey
23 Meetings and DMP reviews
19 Participants to DMP FNS Workshop

TRAINING
62 STI participants to the PhD seminars
From research to publication

3 Classroom training [IGM & IMX]
2 One-to-one sessions

PERSPECTIVES FOR 2018
• Institutional ORCID integration
• Extension of Open Access support with new memberships
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